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The Mongolia Society was organized late in 1960 by meetings of a Steering Committee who also sent out circular letters, and then founded formally in 1961, incorporated in 1971, and has enjoyed a slow steady growth since that time. We have passed the thirty-year mark and hope to observe the half-century and more.

During our first years, we issued a Newsletter, and by its nature it contained material of temporary and popular interest, and also reported activities of members and their publications. Some bibliographies of items were also printed, and some of this may be useful even in the future. As we developed more membership and purpose, our Newsletter was upgraded to a Bulletin and carried more formal reports and articles. In 1973 after twelve years of issues, we founded MONGOLIAN STUDIES as the Journal of the Mongolia Society. The Journal presents the results of academic research confirmed by documentation and citation, as well as book reviews by scholars in similar subjects. It has now reached its twentieth year of publication (1974-1993 inclusive, but only sixteen physical volumes).

To make it easier for the academic and research community to trace published material appearing in our Journal, we now present this Index to our first fifteen volumes. However, by the nature of the material in the Newsletter-Bulletin and the way it was organized and presented it is not practical or feasible to try to present some sort of grand combined index to every topic and author in all our publications of these thirty-plus years. The present Index is our best solution to the most likely needs of members, users and readers. The comments of all parties will be welcome.

Quite a few persons have had a hand in going over these pages for the last couple of years; some as part of employed or assigned duties, but we particularly recognize the volunteer contribution of our student member, Mr. Albert Lin.

— The Editors
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